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October 1, 2014
MPS acquires Electronic Publishing Services (EPS)
Orlando, FL and New York, NY, October 1, 2014: MPS North America LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary
of MPS Limited, announced today that it has completed the acquisition of EPS, a leading US-based,
full-service editorial, content creation, art rendering and development, design, research and
permissions, and production service provider to the Higher Education and Professional publishing
markets.
Rahul Arora, CMO, MPS Limited and Managing Member, MPS North America stated:
“The acquisition of EPS further strengthens our presence in North America, and enriches our
portfolio in the educational publishing market. We are delighted with the opportunity this presents
to both MPS and EPS. Educational publishers will benefit from the wider range of services and the
true integration of subject matter expertise with digital learning”.
Eileen Mitchell, President of Electronic Publishing Services Inc. stated:
“I’m excited by the combination of EPS with MPS and the expanded breath of services that our new
organization will offer. All the current employees of EPS have joined MPS and will continue to
deliver all the services that they have in the past. I’m eager to continue my leadership role with
our team and continue working closely with our valued customers”
About MPS North America and MPS Limited
MPS Limited is a leading provider of platforms and services for content development, production,
and distribution. Over the 44 years of its dominant presence, MPS has established itself as a global
leader in its space with partnerships with the world’s leading publishers and platforms. MPS
Limited offers a diverse geographic spread with facilities in Dehradun, Noida, New Delhi, Gurgaon,
Bengaluru, and Chennai in India; and offices in Orlando, FL and Portland, OR in the US.
MPS North America is a wholly owned subsidiary of MPS Limited and provides full-service editorial,
design, research and permissions, and production services to the educational publishing market
with expertise in developing turnkey solutions for print and online products.
About Electronic Publishing Services (EPS)
Electronic Publishing Services is a New York-based company, and provides full-service editorial,
content creation, art rendering and development, design, research and permissions, and
production services to the Higher Education and Professional publishing markets. EPS provides
publishers with comprehensive services to deliver projects from concept to ready for manufacture
or electronic distribution. EPS takes pride in its mission to be a flexible supplier/partner,
committed to providing publishers with excellent service in all aspects of content creation and
management.
John P. Ball, CEO of EPS will remain with the residual EPS company and be the primary contact for
all matters regarding the period prior to the acquisition.
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